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Abstract 

Aikido is a young sport, whose history will soon reach 100 years. The Founder of Aikido, 

Morihei Ueshiba, got a lot of his inspiration for Aikido from his natural skill in martial 

arts, his good nature, Buddhism, and the concept of ki-energy. This created a unique 

martial art that revolves around the protection of all mankind. The goal is not to defeat 

the enemy, but rather dissolve conflict. Which is why this paper seeks to explore the 

origins of Aikido and its spiritual aspects, and see if the Founders ideal budo (martial art) 

culture can be found within the Culture of Aikido, and whether the current practitioners 

can feel the mental and physical benefits that Aikido claims to have. The answers were 

sought by having practitioners known to the author take a questionnaire with that goal in 

mind. The questionnaire was made under the guidelines of questionnaire making and was 

answered by 67 respondents from 12 different countries and 15 different clubs. The 

questionnaire revealed that no obvious pattern could be perceived within the Aikido 

demographic. However, the teachings of the Founder regarding having an open heart 

seemed to resonate with the respondents. Furthermore, respondents said that they felt 

happier, calmer, less stressed, more energetic, more confident, and that it helped them 

deal with conflict. They further stated that their focus, posture, and flexibility improved 

after practicing Aikido. There were also signs of it helping with temper management and 

sleep patterns of some of the participants. Overall, the culture of Aikido seemed to be of 

an open community that share a similar giving nature to the Founder, with many physical 

and mental benefits.  
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1 Introduction 

 

Aikido is a young sport, whose history will soon reach 100 years. The Founder of Aikido, 

Morihei Ueshiba, was known for his martial arts skills before the creation of Aikido. His 

fame spread even wider after the creation of Aikido and teachers from other martial arts 

started to pay him visits (Saotome, 2013). The Founder got a lot of his inspiration for 

Aikido from his natural skill in martial arts, his good nature, Buddhism, and the concept 

of ki-energy. This created a unique martial art that revolves around the protection of all 

mankind. The goal is not to defeat the enemy, but rather dissolve conflict. Aikido started 

to spread all over Japan and eventually reached outside the country with the establishment 

of the International Aikido Federation in 1976 (International Aikido Federation, n.d.). 

Today Aikido has become an institutionalized part of Japanese society, with more than 

1000 affiliated dojos or training spaces to Aikikai (Gold, August 2011a). 

Anyone can practice Aikido as it is trained according to the practitioner’s proficiency 

level of each skill and then regularly repeated. It is intended to promote physical and 

mental training. It is not supposed to be only good for health, but is also believed to help 

to naturally develop self-confidence through daily life (International Aikikai Foundation, 

n.d.). Aikido uses the concept of ki in its movements (Saotome, 2013). The concept of 

Ki-energy is not new. According to Takuro Endo, many scholars and scientists even argue 

that this energy is a fact. Even if, as of yet, there is no scientific explanation for this 

phenomenon, many studies have been done around this concept, both in Japan and China 

(Endo, 1996).  

The founder believed anyone could practice Aikido, regardless of race, gender, or 

religious belief. Part of why everyone, regardless of belt grading and abilities practices 

together. He further believed that Aikido and the practice of Ki could improve, not only 

one’s physical health, but one´s mental health as well (Saotome, 2013; International 

Aikikai Foundation, n.d.). Therefore, this paper seeks to explore the origins of Aikido and 

its spiritual aspects, and through a questionnaire see if the Founders ideal budo culture 

can be found within the Culture of Aikido, and see whether the current practitioners can 

feel the mental and physical benefits that Aikido claims to have.  
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1.1 The creation of Aikido and the Founder Morihei Ueshiba 

 Early Life and Conception of Aikido 

 

To this day, stories of the Founder of Aikido Morihei Ueshiba, also known as O sensei 

(great teacher), circle the Aikido world. His extraordinary feats, both as an adult and 

elderly person most often sound made up. However, the number of stories suggest that 

there is some truth hidden in there. In his later years Ueshiba was frail enough that he 

needed help climbing stairs. However, as soon as he stepped on the mat, he was 

unbeatable. His speed and strength on the tatami in his later years baffled his students. 

One of his students, named Saotome, described this phenomenon:  

The moment he stepped onto the mat, he was transformed from an aging man 

enduring his last suffering into a man who could not be defeated by another 

man, nor by death itself. His presence was commanding. His eyes sparkled 

and his body vibrated with power. He effortlessly threw his uchi deshi, 

disciples, all of whom were young, strong, experienced from daily training 

and at the peak of physical condition. Showing no sign of pain or discomfort, 

he laughed at our determined attempts to attack or hold him. (Satome, 2013, 

p. 3) 

Saotome continued to describe him as a formidable mountain with an awesome presence. 

That his vibration filled the dojo, whose spirit had such a powerful gravity that if you 

looked into his eyes you would be caught. That his eyes shined with a light that contained 

both wisdom and power of the ages. That when confronted by them you became unable 

to move (Saotome, 2013).  

This awe-inspiring man was named Morihei Ueshiba and was born December 14, 

1883, in Wakayama Prefecture Japan. He was described as a delicate and sensitive child 

and was often ill in his youth. Early on he became interested in meditations, incantations, 

and prayers of the Shingon sect of Buddhism. However, his father wanted him to 

strengthen his body and encouraged him to do so through sumo wrestling and swimming. 

Through elementary school both his mind and body became healthier. In spring of 1901, 

Ueshiba moved to Tokyo where a strong interest in budo (martial arts) awakened. There 

he studied both unarmed combat at the Kito School of Koryu Jujutsu and swordsmanship 

at the Shinkage School of Kenjutsu (Saotome, 2013). Both of which are the main 
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components of Aikido today. However, illness caught up with him once again and he 

returned home. After recovery he married his childhood friend Hatsu Itokawa.  

He returned to Osaka and at the age of twenty enlisted in the military. He served in 

the thirty-seventh regiment of the Osaka Fourth Division where his martial abilities were 

quickly acknowledged, which was further established during the Russo-Japanese war, 

where Ueshiba’s comrades started to spread stories of him. He was respectfully called 

“the Soldier Kami” and was supposed to have shown great courage under fire. His 

superiors urged him to train to become a future general. However, he had to return home 

for family reasons after only four years of enlistment, during which he had earned a 

certificate from the Yagyu School of Swordsmanship on his off-duty hours. Once back 

home he continued doing social services for the public good and was known for being 

honest and devoted in the community. In 1912, at the age of 29, he moved to Shirataki, 

Hokkaido along with fifty-four households from his area. The Shirataki area was rough, 

and it took them two years to yield proper harvest. Ueshiba created the plan that made 

this cultivation possible and he gained the nickname “King of Shirataki” (Saotome, 2013). 

In 1915, Ueshiba met Sogaku Takeda, a master of Daito School of Jujutsu, when he 

passed through Shirataki once. Takeda’s techniques impressed Ueshiba who took up 

studying Daito Ryu, a form of martial art, under his tutelage. However, Ueshiba had to 

quit Daito Ryu when he was 36 years old as he received news that his father was in critical 

condition. When he left for home, he was so grateful to Master Takeda that he left his 

entire holdings to him. (Saotome, 2013). 

While traveling home he heard stories of a man of the Omoto-kyo Shinto sect known 

as Onisaburo Deguchi. Deguchi was a master of the spiritual practice called chin kon 

kishin (Way of communication with the Divine Spirit of Kami through concentrated 

meditation). Kami being a divine being in Shinto religion. This caught Ueshiba’s interest 

who sought out Deguchi in hopes of asking for prayers to alleviate his father’s critical 

condition. However, when he returned home his father had already passed. He started 

devoting a lot of his time in prayer in meditation to deal with his grief. His thoughts 

returned to Deguchi’s kindness and his approach to traditional spiritual teachings and 

Ueshiba ended up moving his family to Ayabe where Deguchi resided. There, Ueshiba 

entered the religious life of Omoto-kyo and acting on Deguchi’s advice opened the 

“Ueshiba School” of martial arts. Those with connections to Omoto-kyo were mostly 

taught there, but his fame as a martial artist quickly spread around. He started to bring 
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about the unification of spirit, mind, and body and in 1923 officially named his art Aiki 

Bujutsu (Saotome, 2013).  

 

 Spiritual Awakening and Further Development 

 

In 1924 he accompanied Deguchi to Manchuria to seek out a place to serve as a spiritual 

centre for “a world cooperative of people of five races and colours” (Saotome, 2013, p. 

10). This was based on the idea that all teaching evolved from a single origin. During 

their time they encountered many professional soldiers and armed bandits. However, 

thanks to Ueshiba’s martial arts skills they escaped. After returning home to Japan in 

1925 he started training again. During one intense training day he was performing a 

meditation/purification practice when he felt the spirit of the universe enveloping his body 

with a shimmering golden light. He believed that was the moment he grasped the essence 

of ki (universal life force) and started to intimately understand the processes of the 

universe. Through this connection he felt that the source of budo is the spirit of protection 

for all things (Saotome, 2013). “Budo is not defeating the opponent by force,” he said; 

“nor is it a tool to lead the world into destruction with arms. To follow true Budo is to 

accept the spirit of the universe, keep the peace of the world, and correctly produce, 

protect, and cultivate all beings in nature.” (Saotome, 2013, p. 10).  

He devoted himself even more to the study and establishment of this new way of 

budo and his name started to travel through the Budo Circles in Japan for his incredible 

skill. He started to travel the country, teaching Aikido, and people from all walks of life 

asked for his guidance. He reached many supporters who helped him open a temporary 

training facility called Kobukan Dojo in 1930 in Wakamatsu district of Shinjuku, Tokyo, 

with a mat space of over 130 square meters. Kobukan was supposed to indicate a search 

for truth by transcending ordinary human consciousness, while Dojo was the place where 

the Way is studied. During the opening year, Jigoro Kano, the founder of Kodokan Judo 

visited the dojo. He found Ueshiba to be extremely skilled and sent two of his students to 

study there. Throughout the next years, many Judo practitioners studied at Ueshiba’s 

school. One of which was Kenji Tomiki who was a leader of the Judo Club at Waseda 

University. Tomiki developed an aiki-jutsu-style offshoot which included competitive 

matches. It was also during this time that Gozo Shioda studied as an apprentice to the 
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Founder. He later became the headmaster of Yoshinkan Aikido which also diverged from 

Aikido. (Saotome, 2013).  

The training at the dojo was intense and rigorous and earned the nickname “Dojo of 

Hell”. To practice at Kobukan Dojo one was required to bring recommendations from 

two reliable sponsors, making it difficult for the general public to join the dojo. During 

this time Ueshiba gained many contacts through his students who were famous people, 

leaders in the military, government, business, education, and the arts. This for instance 

allowed him to teach the police force and people connected with the Imperial court. The 

year 1932 was a very busy year for him as he was busy teaching and demonstrating. 

Furthermore, during this time branch dojos were being established in other parts of 

Tokyo, Osaka, and Kyoto, allowing Aikido to quickly spread through the country 

(Saotome, 2013). 

 Acknowledgement and Spread of Aikido 

 

In 1942, Aikido was accepted as a separate martial art (Gold, August 2011). However, 

when the war effort started to intensify in 1942 Ueshiba became severely troubled because 

of the disparity between the state of the world and his ideas of world cooperation. Along 

with his wife Hatsu he moved to the town of Iwama in Ibaraki prefecture, cleared land 

for cultivation, and built an open-air dojo and an Aiki shrine to serve as a spiritual retreat. 

During this time Ueshiba is supposed to have said:  

There are getting to be more and more people in the military who are reckless 

and indiscriminate with their power. They have forgotten the importance of 

helping people, of relieving suffering. A bunch of fools, they strut about 

displaying their violence, their narrow-mindedness and wanton destruction of 

life. What idiots to go against nature, against the Will of Kami! The way of 

Budo is to put new life into the original universal life force that gives birth to 

all things. Harmony, love, and courtesy are essential to true Budo, but the 

people who are in power these days are only interested in playing with 

weapons. They misrepresent Budo as a tool for power struggles, violence, and 

destruction, and they want to use me toward this end. I’m tired of this 

stupidity. I have no intention of allowing myself to become their tool. I see 

no other way but to go into retreat. (Saotome, 2013, p. 11).  
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He continued to teach his way in Iwama, where he lived in extreme poverty with virtually 

no income. He trained his body and spirit while working the soil and spent long hours in 

prayers because of his sorrow for the suffering and destruction caused by the conflict of 

war (Saotome, 2013). During this time it took many years for Aikido to fully take off. 

The world was at war, the founder was in Iwama, while his son, Kisshomaru Ueshiba, 

was employed in Osaka. Resulting in there being no full-time instructors (Gold, August 

2011). When Japan was getting back to its feet in 1948, the teaching of budo had been 

banned by the General Headquarters of the American Occupation. However, since Aikido 

put such great emphasis on peace and the seeking of truth, it was exempt from it. During 

this time, the name of the dojo changed from Kobukan to the Aikikai Foundation. The 

Founders son Kisshomaru Ueshiba headed the Foundation and helped spread the 

teachings of Aikido among the general public. The Founder was called O sensei (Great 

Teacher) and was asked to occasionally come to Tokyo to teach at the headquarters as he 

was still living in Iwama (Saotome, 2013). 

Around 1950, students of the founder started to teach Aikido to those around them, 

and even forming their own style of Aikido. Resulting in Yoshinkan Aikido for example, 

which is seperate from the Aikikai umbrella organization. Yoshinkan Aikido was very 

active with public demonstrations and got a lot of media coverage. Yoshinkan Aikido left 

a strong impression through a demonstration in Tokyo in 1954 and got sponsers which 

resulted in it‘s founder, Shioda, to open his own dojo and publishing a book on basic 

Aikido techniques. Around 1960 he started to instruct the riot police after creating inroads 

into police institutions (Gold, August 2011a).  

Aikido started to really pick up after 1956, when Kisshomaru devoded himself full-

time to Aikido instruction, and the dojo received an uchi-deshi, or live-in student, named 

André Nochquet during the summer. André Nochquet was a French judoka, or judo 

practitioner, with well-connected diplomatic circles. André Nochquet shared life with the 

Ueshiba family and during his stay there he arranged numerous foreign dignitaries to the 

Aikikai Hombu Dojo for demonstrations. During this time, branch dojos began to crop 

up all over as talented individuals who had joined after the war decided to branch off, 

further spreading Aikido and its teachings. In the late-1950s there was already a network 

of branch dojos and university clubs which were grouped into federations. Through the 

uchi-deshi programs they also managed to develop a solid teachers‘ staff (Gold, August 

2011a). The public recognition of Aikido took root in 1959 as Ueshiba’s fame spread both 

within Japan and abroad. The dojo gained a lot of students and many of is leading students 
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began to spread his teachings overseas and around Japan (Saotome, 2013). In the 1960‘s 

there were also a number of foreign students who came specifically to study Aikido (Gold, 

August 2011a).  

Morihei Ueshiba passed on April 26, 1969. The same day he was bestowed the Order 

of the sacred Treasure by the Japanese government. The most highly esteemed honours 

and awards that he received for the founding and development of Aikido. (Saotome, 

2013). At which time Kisshomaru became the second Dōshu (Chairman of Aikikai), 

taking over Aikikai (Gold, August 2011a).  

 International Spread 

 

Around the mid-1970s Moriteru, Kisshomaru‘s son, started to become a public figure 

who was being groomed to beome the next Dōshu. The Aikikai stabalised and in 1976, 

the International Aikido Federation (IAF), was created. It was established to help and 

oversee the development of Aikido both in Japan and abroad. At this point Aikido was 

already widely spread within Japan. This strong base allowed the Aikikai to direct 

administration energy to overseas interests (Gold, August 2011a). Furthering the 

Founders goal of a world cooperative.  

Yasuo Kobayashi was a prominent figure in the growth of Aikikai in Japan in the 

1970s and 1980s. He was a former uchi-deshi, who established his first dojo in Kodaira 

in 1969 (Gold, August 2011; Kobayashi dojo, n.d.). – Kobayashi Dojo now has dojo‘s in 

many countries. Including: Iceland, Sweden, Norway, Russia, and the UK. (Kobayashi 

dojo, n.d.). The difference between Kobayashi Dojos and for instance Yoshinkan Aikido 

is that Kobayashi functions entirely within Aikikai and never broke off (Gold, August 

2011a).  

The spread of Aikido overseas began over sixty years ago and has been established 

in a total of 140 countries. According to IAF, the value of Aikido reaches beyond race 

and border because of its way to train the mind and body (International Aikido Federation, 

n.d.). This is despite the major split between Aikikai and Tohei, who broke off in 1974, 

and many other minor teachers who split off (Gold, August 2011a). Tohei was one of the 

leading figures in the spread of Aikido and became a Shihan Bucho (head of the teaching 

staff) in May of 1956. However, after the death of Ueshiba, and after he was officially 

awarded the 10th dan, or 10th grade black belt, by the Aikikai Hombu Dojo their 

relationship became strained. Tohei wanted Aikikai to teach his teaching methods, which 
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involved a lot of emphasis on ki. He set up the Ki no Kenkyukai (ki research Society) in 

September of 1971 and on May 1st 1974 he resigned from the Aikikai. This is said to 

have been due to the strained relationship between him and other teachers and Dōshu 

Kisshomaru Ueshiba. However, the growth of his Aikido (Shinshin Toitsu Aikido) has 

been modest with many of his followers leaving over the past few years (Gold, August 

2011b). 

The IAF was established in 1976 because of the overseas promotion activities. The 

Federation holds a General Assembly every four years and became an official member of 

the General Association of International Sports Federation (GAISF) in 1984 

(International Aikido Federation, n.d.). Kisshomaru Ueshiba passed away on January 4th, 

1999 at the age of 77 and his son Moriteru Ueshiba became the third Dōshu. Moriteru 

Ueshiba is still Dōshu today (Aikikai Foundation, n.d.) and Aikido has become an 

institutionalized part of Japanese society, with more than 1000 affiliated dojos to Aikikai 

(Gold, August 2011a). 

 

1.2 The Spiritual Aspects and Teachings of Aikido  

 

Anyone can practice Aikido as each skill is trained according to the practitioners 

proficiency level and then regularly repeated. According to the International Aikido 

Federation, Aikido is intended to promote physical and mental training but is not only 

meant to be good for health, but also to help participants to naturally develop self-

confidence through daily life. The International Aikido Federation describes the dojo as 

the ideal place to meet people regardless of age, sex, and occupation and so deepening 

the understanding of the human mind is ideal in those circumstances. They explain that 

by blending with the motion of the attacker rather than opposing it head-on, and 

redirecting the force of the attack, one can perform Aikido. Aikido has no competition 

and “The goal of Aikido training is not perfection of a step or skill, but rather improving 

one’s character according to the rules of nature.” (International Aikikai Foundation, n.d.).  

On September 6th, 2019, Dōshu Moriteru Ueshiba said that the creation of Aikido 

emerged from the Founders believe that to create a compassionate heart and to bring our 

mind and our training partners mind into one, daily practice is necessary. He urged that 

everyone should diligently pursue it through daily training of Aikido (Gold, October 

2019). Dōshu Moriteru further said that those that follow the path of Aikido should 
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correctly follow the Founders teachings in philosophy and techniques, and through 

continuous practice make it their own. Dōshu Moriteru believed that Aikido will spread 

widely when society and people understand that even though Aikido is a martial art, it is 

a wonderful physical and mental activity, that Aikido does not only develop the physical 

side of the body. Rather, it also focuses on the mental side through its daily practice of 

Aikido (Gold, October 2019). The Founder emphasized that through daily practice: 

We should learn to understand and appreciate the position and thoughts of 

others to enable the establishment of a peaceful and friendly community. 

Aikido is a way of harmony. Eventually this philosophy will lead us to 

become well-balanced individuals of sincerity and devotion. (Gold, October 

2019). 

Even if there is a lot of emphasis on compassion and being helpful in Aikido 

teachings. Dōshu Moriteru does not believe that Aikido or Aikikai as a whole should 

directly contribute to society. Rather that each Aikido devotee should consider how their 

power and knowledge, which is cultivated by Aikido practice, can be used for the 

betterment of society (Gold, October 2019).  

The essence of Aikido is difficult to understand and many Aikido predecessors have 

given their utmost effort so that ordinary people and society understand it. Therefore, it 

is the duty of current Aikido practitioners to pass on this art and its philosophies to future 

generations (Gold, October 2019). 

 

 The Concept of ki-energy and its Role in Aikido 

 

The concept of ki-energy is not new. The original meaning to Ki is “breath” or “wind”. 

However, it is also the life energy, which is closely related to someone’s breathing. Many 

scholars and scientists even argue that this energy is a fact. Even if, as of yet, there is no 

scientific explanation for this phenomenon, many studies have been done around this 

concept, both in Japan and China (Endo, 1996). 

According to Saotome, what Ueshiba called “the miraculous function of Ki” can also 

be viewed as the Universal Consciousness. The same great Will in the universe which 

Einstein said was immeasurable by modern science and governs the laws of physics. The 

concept of ki believe states that everything has some expression of energy. This energy is 

formed by the dance of vibrating molecules and atoms. The quantity and quality are 
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different in each thing, but it is inherent in all things. The teachings of the ‘Way of 

harmony’ with the laws of nature and that Aikido is the love and protection of all things 

developed naturally from the idea of one original creative energy which is common to all 

things. The teachings of musubi are important. Musubi is the teaching that nothing stays 

the same. That everything has an opposite throughout all of life and universal activity. 

This is easy to understand, but more difficult to practice. (Saotome, 2013).  

Slight proof of ki-energy was found in a study done by the Japanese Society of 

Human Body and Science, which was mainly established for the study of ki. Through it, 

researchers have measured and analysed ki from specialists of ‘Kikoh’, a fitness and 

training method based of ki usage in old literature. They found that ki contains 

extraordinary amounts of infrared light, low frequency vibrations, magnetism, etc., as 

well as extraordinary brain waves that were otherwise unknown (Endo, 1996). Showing 

some scientific credibility to what Ueshiba described from his own experience. However, 

the study done by the Japanese Society of Human Body and Science was only done on 

external ki, and not on ki within the body. Ki is the phenomenon of both body and mind, 

meaning that this study was incomplete. However, the effectiveness and phenomena of ki 

is well known in traditional medicine and Japanese martial arts. They believe that ki has 

substantial influence on the health and power of human beings even if knowledge and 

recognition of it within academia is not yet established due to its mystic elements (Endo, 

1996). 

Ueshiba described that, to imagine ki-energy, one needed to imagine that there is no 

time or space, that one should imagine the universe as it is in that moment. That the 

moment one managed that they would feel the explosion of spiritual power manifest itself 

and the physical laws of the universal movement become embodies, making ki visible in 

reality. Assuming the shape of a spiral, the shape which is the beginning of physical 

creation in the electromagnetic vibration of light. The Founder further described that for 

instance a photon, which is a spinning orb of light energy, assumes the shape of a spiral 

helix. That the spiral is an inherent process of the evolution and cycles of ecological 

existence. Ueshiba strongly saw the power and harmony of the movement and 

incorporated it into Aikido. He understood that the spiral is the creative process from 

which all things evolved. By incorporating it into Aikido he believed Aikido became 

creation. The creation of justice and harmony from violence, the positive energy which 

could create light in the dark. That negative power should not be met with conflict, but 

joined, interpreted, and redirected through the balance and power of the spiral movement. 
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To draw the opponent to your centre and recreate the dynamics and power of the galaxy’s 

movement. To create your own gravitational force through the spirit and body, creating a 

vacuum and surround oneself with a magnetic field of energy. To accomplish it one needs 

to understand the principles of balance, universal law, and the reaction and relationships 

of energy. How critical the timing and control is, and how it can only be achieved through 

a body that is strong and has been liberated by constant study and training (Saotome, 

2013). 

Ueshiba put a lot of emphasis on this relation. Saying that if one wanted to study 

Aikido, one needed to study the creation and movement of the universe as well as the 

principles of the forces which created it, the flow and function of nature’s energy and the 

movement of the galaxies. He emphasised that everything is related, that everything is 

part of the universal law. That the energy forces of life like gravity, electromagnetic 

current and even nuclear reactions are part of Aikido principles and its basic techniques 

(Saotome, 2013). 

However, this is hard to accomplish as one must be in the same state as all of creation 

began. In the form of physical purity of no-form, no-time, no-space, and perceiving 

through vibrations rather than physical movement. Having an open and flexible attitude 

and being receptive to change is essential, since only pure spiritual vibration of intense 

clarity can catch the enemy’s spirit in the returning echo. Which is why no thought, ego, 

opinion, or judgement can cloud the surface in order for both vibrations to create a 

reaction and define the physical form. This is possible through the resonance of spiritual 

breathing, expansion-contraction, and the exchange of vibration and energy. During this 

one immeasurable micro-unit of time, one can fuse everything, the spirit, mind, and body, 

in answer to the enemy’s vibration (Saotome, 2013). 
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2 Methodology and Questionnaire Sample 

 

The questionnaire seeks to explore the origins of Aikido and its spiritual aspects, and 

see if the Founders ideal budo culture can be found within the Culture of Aikido, and 

whether the current practitioners can feel the mental and physical benefits that Aikido 

claims to have. This was done because the Founder, Aikidoka (Aikido practitioners) 

(Saotome, 2013), and people from the Aikikai Foundation (International Aikikai 

Foundation, n.d.) claim that Aikido has many benefits.  

To reach as many people as possible, this questionnaire was done through the online 

medium google and its questionnaire format. The questionnaire was open between the 

24th and 31st of August 2020 and was sent to Aikidoka that are known to the author, who 

is an Aikidoka herself, who were then asked to forward it to other Aikidoka. This resulted 

in a total of 67 people from 12 countries participating in the questionnaire.  

The questionnaire contains a total of 45 questions and was split into five different 

portions to make the questionnaire appear shorter than it was. However, the questionnaire 

began with the section “I give permission to use my answers for this thesis”, where all 

participants were asked to give permission to use their answers after a short introduction 

to the thesis. This section was added to get proper confirmation in accordance with 

guidelines (Bradburn et al., 2004). Furthermore, a pilot study was done with two 

participants reported on possible confusing language or set-up (Bradburn et al., 2004; 

Regmi, P. R., et. Al, 2016). However, those participants reported only minor errors and 

the questionnaire was forwarded to other possible participants shortly after. The full 

questionnaire methodology can be found in Appendix A, and the full questionnaire can 

be found in Appendix B. 
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3 Results 

 

All 67 of respondents gave permission to use their answer for the thesis. 

Question 1, 2, 3, and, 4 (Figure 1, 2, 3, and 4) show that 53.7% (n=36) of respondents 

are currently practicing regularly in Aikido, 16.4% (n=11) are not, while 29.9% (n=20) 

are taking a short break. Out of these practitioners, 25 people practiced 8 years or less, 

while 26 people practiced 8 years or longer. With those that answered that they are 

currently not practicing Aikido or taking a small break, most people studied for 11 years 

or less, with only 6 people practicing longer. The participants had 7th kyu to 7th dan, with 

most of the participants having a 1st Dan (n=20). Nevertheless, many hold a 2nd dan (n=12) 

and 3rd kyu (n=9). Answers to question 5 (Figure 5, 6, and 7) show that many people got 

interested in Aikido because a friend or family member introduced it to them. Some even 

mentioned they started it for exercise reasons and interest in budo, while others did it 

because of their interest in Japanese culture or the philosophy behind Aikido.  

Questions 6, 7, and 8 (Figure 8, 9, and 10) revealed that respondents from 12 different 

countries participated in the study. Most of the respondents were from Japan (n=24) and 

the USA (n=17), as well as people from Iceland (n=6) and Sweden (n=6). The participants 

were from 15 different clubs, with most answers coming from Kyoto University Aikido 

club (n=17), Reno Aikido (n=15), and Aikikai Reykjavík (n=9). Most of these people, or 

82,1% (n=55), were native to the country they practice Aikido in, however, 10.4% (N=7) 

are no, and 7.5% (n=5) said they grew up in that country. Question 9 and 10 (Figure 11 

and 12) showed that the respondents ranged from 19 to 76 years old, with most of the 

respondents (n=34) being 34 years old or younger. Out of those respondents, 61.2% 

(n=41) are male, and 38.8% (n=26) are Female.  

Question 11, 12, 13, and 14 (Figure 13, 14, 15, and 16) showed the participants 

sexuality and religion. It  showed that 87.5% (n=56) of participants are heterosexual, with 

1.6% (n=1) being homosexual, 4.7% (n=3) bisexual, 1.6% (n=1) not declaring any, 1.6% 

(n=1) being uncertain, 1.6% (n=1) answering “normal”, and 1.6% (n=1) saying they have 

been heterosexual so far. However, of those 56.3% (n=36) are open about their sexuality 

within the group, 20.3% (n=13) are not open about it, 1.6% (n=1) are open about it to a 

select group, while 21.9% (n=14) would feel comfortable doing so, even if they have not 

already. Most respondents, or 47.8 % (n=32) consider themselves to be Neutral when it 

comes to religion. Nevertheless, 16.4 % (n=11) strongly disagree and 22.4% (n=15) 
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disagree with being religious, while 11.9% (n=8) agree and 1.5% (n=1) strongly agree. 

There were 11 religions mentioned, with the biggest ones being Jewish (n=3), Orthodox 

(n=3), and Christianity (n=3). There was Also Buddhism (n=2), Ásatrú (n=2), Shinto 

(n=1), Shinto and Buddhism (n=1), Mormon (n=1), Agnosticism (n=1), Catholic (n=1), 

and Jedi Knight (n=1).  

Question 15 (Figure 17) showed that 43.9% (n=29) of participants are single, 36.5% 

(n=24) are married, 10.6% (n=7) are dating, 6.1% (n=4) are divorced, and 3% (n=2) are 

cohabiting. Of these participants, question 16 (Figure 18) showed that 67.2% (n=45) do 

not have kids, while 32.8% (n=22) do have kids. 

When it came to highest level of education, question 17 (Figure 19) revealed that 

27.7% (n=18) or participants had an undergraduate degree, 20% (n=13) had a graduate 

degree, 18.5% (n=12) have a high school diploma, 16.9% (n=11) had a college diploma, 

and 6.2% (n=4) had no diploma. The rest had a: trade school diploma (1.5%/ n=1), Home-

schooled but currently in college (1.5%/ n=1), some college (1.5%/ n=1), Phd diploma 

(1.5%/ n=1), masters degree (1.5%/ n=1), system programmer (courses via IBM and other 

companies) (1.5%/ n=1),  and master of Finance/IT (1.5%/ n=1). Making the total of 

graduate degrees 23% (n=15) of participants.  

The respondents were asked how comfortable and safe they feel in their dojo on a 

scale of 1 to 10 in questions 18 and 19 (Figure 20 and 21). When asked about feeling 

comfortable answers ranged from 4 to 10 out of 10, with an average of 8.8 out of 10. 

Furthermore, when asked about how safe they feel in their dojo answers ranged from 4 to 

10 out of 10, with an average of 9.2 out of 10. When respondents were asked about 

whether conflict occurs within their dojo in Question 20 (Figure 22), 33.3% (n=22) said 

that they disagree, 18.2% (n=12) said they strongly disagree, and 30.3% (n=20) answered 

neutral. Nevertheless, 16.7% (n=11) said they agree and 1.5% (n=1) said they strongly 

agree that conflict occurs within the dojo.  

 

When asked about whether students clean the dojo in question 21 (Figure 23), 75.8% 

(n=50) answered Yes, while 21.2% (n=14) answered that they partially clean while they 

pay someone to clean the rest, but only 3% (n=2) said that someone else gets paid to do 

it. Nevertheless, question 22 (Figure 24) revealed that 53.7% (n=36) of the participants 

find it very likely, and 32.8% (n=22) likely that they would help with something regarding 

the club if asked. 10.4% (n=7) of the participants answered neutrally, and 3% (n=2) 

answered that it was very unlikely that they would help.  
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When asked about if they feel that their Senpai (higher grader person) listen to the 

concerns of their Kohai (lower graded person) in question 23 (Figure 25), 58.2% (n=39) 

agreed and 26.9% (n=18) strongly agreed, while 13.4% (n=9) were neutral and 1.5% 

(n=1) disagreed.  

Question 24 and 25 (Figure 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 30) revealed what the respondents 

feel defines a good Senpai and Kohai. As a summary people wanted a Senpai that listens 

and cares about their Kohai. Someone that sets an example and is helpful. However, a 

Kohai should be respectful and eager to learn. When asked if there are any type of people 

they do not like practicing with in question 26 (Figure 32 and 33), most respondents 

answered that there is not. However, some mentioned antagonistic, abusive, and arrogant 

people, while some mentioned smelly people. One respondent wrote “Everyone has 

something to teach you no matter how high ranked you are, if that is the case I am not 

centred”.  

Question 27 and 28 (Figure 34 and 35) were aimed towards the view people take to 

practice. 43.1% (n=28) of respondents said that they were neutral when it comes to 

treating or indulging themselves in a reward for going to Aikido practice, while 29,2% 

(n=19) disagreed and 20% (n=13) strongly disagreed with indulging themselves for going 

to practice. Nevertheless, 6.2% (n=4) of respondents agreed and 1.5% (n=1) strongly 

agreed with indulging themselves in a reward for going to Aikido practice. However, 

when it comes to considering Aikido practice itself as a reward, 33.3% (n=22) of 

respondents are neutral, while 25.8% (n=17) of respondents agree and 18.3% (n=12) 

strongly agree that they consider Aikido practice to be a reward in itself. Nevertheless, 

15.2% (n=10) disagree and 7.6% (n=5) strongly disagree with that statement.  

Question 29 and 30 (Figure 36 and 37) had to do with the respondent’s temper. 31.8% 

(n=21) of respondents took a neutral stance in whether they considered themselves to 

have a temper. However, 27.3% (n=18) of respondents agreed and 3% (n=2) strongly 

agreed to having a temper, while 25.8% (n=17) of respondents disagreed and 9.1% (n=6) 

strongly disagreed, with 3% (n=2) being unsure. Out of these respondents 35.8% (n=24) 

agreed and 14.9% (n=10) strongly agreed, that Aikido helped them control their temper. 

28.4% (n=19) of respondents said they feel the same, 16.4% (n=11) said they were unsure, 

and 4.5% (n=3) disagreed with Aikido having helped them control their temper.  

Question 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40 (Figure 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 

45, 46, and 47) revolved around mental and physical benefits of Aikido. 47.8% (n=32) of 
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respondents agreed, while 26.9% (n=18) strongly agreed that they felt more energetic 

after starting Aikido. 14.9% (n=10) said they felt the same, 7.5% (n=5) were unsure, while 

3% (n=2) disagreed. Aikido helped more than 70% of respondents with gaining 

confidence, as 54.5% (n=36) agreed and 19.7% (n=13) strongly agreed with that 

statement. 16.7% (n=11) of respondents said they feel the same, 1.5% (n=1) were unsure, 

while 6.1% (n=4) disagree and 1.5% (n=1) strongly disagree with the statement. When it 

came to conflict resolution, 49.3% (n=33) agreed and 20.9% (n=14) strongly agreed that 

Aikido helped them. Nevertheless, 19.4% (n=13) feel the same, and 4.5% (n=3) were 

unsure, while 6% (n=4) disagreed. Aikido also helped over 70% of the respondents with 

stress as 52.2% (n=35) agreed and 19.4% (n=13) strongly agreed that Aikido made them 

less stressed. 16.4% (n=11) of respondents said the felt the same and 9% (n=6) said they 

were unsure. However, 1.5% (n=1) disagreed, and 1.5% (n=1) strongly disagreed. 

Focusing improved in more than half of the respondents, as 34.8% (n=23) agreed and 

27.3% (n=18) strongly agreed that Aikido helped them focus better. However, 25.8% 

(n=17) answered that they feel the same, 10.6% (n=7) were unsure, and 1.5% (n=1) 

disagreed. Over 70% of respondents felt calmer after starting Aikido, with 47.8% (n=32) 

of respondents agreeing and 23.9% (n=16) strongly agreeing with the statement. 19.4% 

(n=13) said they feel the same, 6% (n=4) were unsure, and 3% (n=2) disagreed. 

Furthermore, 44.8% (n=30) of the respondents agreed and 34.3% (n=23) strongly agreed 

that they felt happier after starting Aikido. 16.4% (n=11) answered that they feel the same 

and 4.5% (n=3) were unsure. When asked if the respondents feel that their sleep patterns 

improved after starting Aikido, 38.8% (n=26) answered that they feel the same and 22.4% 

(n=15) were unsure. Nevertheless, 23.9% (n=16) agreed and 6% (n=4) strongly agreed 

with that statement, while 9% (n=6) disagreed with that statement. The posture of more 

than half the respondents improved after starting Aikido, with 43.3% (n=29) agreed and 

19.4% (n=13) strongly agreed. 26.9% (n=18) said they felt the same and 7.5% (n=5) were 

unsure, while 3% (n=2) disagreed with that statement. Flexibility seemed to have 

improved after starting Aikido in over 60% of respondents, with 46.3% (n=31) agreeing 

and 20.9% (n=14) strongly agreeing with that statement. 20.9% (n=14) answered that 

they feel the same and 7.5% (n=5) were unsure, while 4.5% (n=3) disagreed with that 

statement. 

Question 41 and 42 (Figure 48 and 49) revealed that 68.7% (n=46) of respondents 

do not practice another sport besides Aikido, while 31.3% (n=21) do. However, 65.7% 
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(n=44) train outside of normal practice hours, while 34.3% (n=23) do not exercise outside 

of normal practice hours. 

When respondents were asked whether they believe Aikido to be a mentally 

challenging practice in question 43 (Figure 50), 50.7% (n=34) agreed and 23.9% (n=16) 

strongly agreed with that statement. 11.9% (n=8) were neutral and 3% (n=2) were unsure. 

However, 9% (n=6) disagreed and 1.5% (n=1) strongly disagreed with that statement.  

Question 44 (Figure 51, 52, and 53) revealed that most respondents felt that everyone 

could practice Aikido. Only a few mentioned people that hurt others or are cruel to other 

people. However, there were a few that mentioned that injured people or children should 

maybe not practice for their own safety.  

When asked whether there was anything they would like to add in question 45 

(Figure 54 and 55), there were a few replies. Some talked about how they have seen 

Aikido give other people confidence. Others mentioned that the mat should be a “safe” 

place for everyone. One added “Aikido is a martial art that helps you co-exist with others 

cause you need them to improve yourself and in the process they improve too. So it is a 

win win situation.” Others talked about Aikido being a lifelong practice for everyone.  
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Figure 1: Answers to question 1 

Figure 2: Answers to question 2 
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04) What belt grade are you? (Kyu or Dan) 

ANSWERS: KYU GRADING - COUNT 

7th Kyu: 2 

6th Kyu: 1 

5th Kyu: 2 

4th Kyu: 1 

3rd Kyu: 9 

2nd Kyu: 2 

1st Kyu: 1 

1st Dan: 20 

2nd Dan: 12 

3rd Dan: 4 

6th Dan: 1 

7th Dan: 2 

- 

3rd: 4 

5th: 1 

Figure 3: Answers to question 3 

Figure 4: Answers to question 4 
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05) What made you start Aikido? 

ANSWERS – PART 1 OF 3: 

 

➢ My ex husband saw a video of O’Sensei and was inspired then found a 

reputable dojo within 100 miles & I agreed to try it with him , he fell in love 

with it & became uchi deshi , suddenly lost interest we went separate ways 

& I after our divorce continued to train for about 6 months then quit because 

I was depressed and feeling the divorce & thought that it was more “ his thing 

“ but being away from the dojo for that year I thought about training everyday 

& even had dreams about training there with all the same people then had 

fallen into some unhealthy patters & grew unhappy & decided to return to 

regular training in a very focused way , remembering how it was very helpful 

for me in daily life even though I hadn’t felt like I really grasped anything early 

on but could feel the truth & wisdom radiating from Sensei’s classes , I 

somehow knew it was the medicine I needed & no matter how hard it got I 

just made sure to go on a regular schedule no matter how I felt & this was 

intense working 40 hours a week & juggling a new relationship with who is 

now my current husband 

➢ my wife, and our search for practicing a martial art together. we were both 

attracted to aikido, of which I knew little , if not that it had a specific, peculiar 

system of techniques compared to the other martial arts. 

➢ Practiced TaeKwondo and competed Nationally. Could hardly touch an 

Aikido black belt in a sparing match and decided it would help my 

TaeKwondo. 

➢ I became to think that I want to keep me safe by myself because I was 

sometimes treaded like got down on by my friends when I was a child. 

➢ In the dojo that I was training in karate there was an Aikido class upstairs, 

after my first lesson I was hooked, it made so much sense. 

➢ 私の親が空手、剣道を習っていました。私や兄弟には合気道を習わせたい

と願っていたからです。 My parents are practicing kendo and karate. We 

want to do something a Aikido. 

➢ Boredom 

➢ Fun 

Figure 5: Answers to question 5 - part 1 of 3 
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05) What made you start Aikido? 

 
ANSWERS – PART 2 OF 3:  

 

➢ My mother trained it and wanted me to train something too so she enrolled 

me and i started. I was about 6 years old i think 

➢ A freind practised and said it was really nice and a lot of good looking boys 

that practised... I was 19... 

➢ A friend suggested that it could be useful for my body and Mind. I trusted 

her opinion and she was right 

➢ Wanted to practice some kind of budo. Found it online and liked the idea of 

a more peaceful martial art. 

➢ I wanttoknow Japanese culture deeply and I think that aikido takean 

important role in Japaneseculture. 

➢ I practiced karate and jujutsu before. I suppose because selfdefense skills 

➢ I did Karate in high school, and I wanted to start new Japanese budo. 

➢ I really liked it cause its peaceful and wanted to try something new 

➢ Christian Tissier Bercy 1991, The falls looked like a lot of fun 

➢ A friend asked me, "Would you like to start Aikido together?" 

➢ I was intersted in the philosophy and the technique of Aikido 

➢ Aikido master Goki Sibukawa in "BAKI", a japanese comic book 

➢ Was looking for physical activity, and Steven Seagal movies 

➢ I was interested in Aikido and I wanted to protect myself 

➢ Interest in martial arts and recommendation from a friend 

➢ It looked cool. I wanted to start some martial arts 

➢ curiosity and interest in japanese culture 

➢ interest in Japanese traditional culture 

➢ My friend told me aikido is interesting. 

➢ I wanted to do Japanese martial arts. 

➢ It has been my dream to train Aikido 

➢ Wanted a non competitive martial art 

➢ Interesting 

➢ Curiosity 

➢ Coolness 

Figure 6: Answers to question 5 - part 2 of 3 
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05) What made you start Aikido? 

 
ANSWERS – PART 3 OF 3: 

 

➢ Someone threatened me with a knife. 

➢ As a way to spend time with my Dad 

➢ I was interested in martial arts 

➢ I want to practice martial arts 

➢ I appreciate the style and form 

➢ Wanted to do some martial arts 

➢ I watched the movie « AIKI ». 

➢ Was looking for something new 

➢ I started with my daughter. 

➢ The club in the University 

➢ Needed to practise my body 

➢ I was interested in Budo. 

➢ The philosophy behind it 

➢ a friend recommended it 

➢ My whole family does it 

➢ Activity, self defense 

➢ my mother recommended 

➢ Curiosity and friends 

➢ the spirit of harmony 

➢ Looking for exercise. 

➢ Fitness, philosophy 

➢ I heard it is smart 

➢ Saw demonstration. 

➢ A friend askes me 

➢ Self improvement 

➢ People are nice 

➢ It looked cool 

➢ The flow 

➢ Interest 

Figure 7: Answers to question 5 - Part 3 of 3 
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Figure 8: Answers to question 6 

Figure 9: Answers to question 7 
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Figure 10: Answers to question 8 

Figure 11: Answers to question 9 
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Figure 12: Answers to question 10 

Figure 13: Answers to question 11 

Figure 14: Answers to question 12 
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Figure 15: Answers to question 13 

Figure 16: Answers to question 14 
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Figure 17: Answers to question 15 

Figure 18: Answers to question 16 

Figure 19: Answers to question 17 
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Figure 20: Answers to question 18 

Figure 21: Answers to question 19 
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Figure 22: Answers to question 20 

Figure 23: Answers to question 21 

Figure 24: Answers to question 22 
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24) To you, what defines a good Senpai (higher graded person)? 

ANSWERS: 

➢ Reliableness 

➢ Kindness 

➢ Not caring about hierarchy 

➢ Take care of Kouhai, also for having fun 

➢ Not too bossy. Can be a good model 

➢ Kindness, patience, better understanding of the techniques 

➢ Give unconditionally  

➢ To help understand my flaws 

➢ Respect towards others, deep competence in Aikido and willingness to 

share this with the students 

➢ Helpful without coaching excessively 

➢ Practice, don‘t do other things when we should practice 

➢ Leadership 

➢ It means correct the kohai and be smart 

➢  Respect for the needs and abilities of kohai 

➢ Guiding kohai along techniques and rules as well as challenging 

➢ Compassion, ability to share, vision 

Figure 26: Answers to question 24 – Part 1 of 3 

Figure 25: Answers to question 23 
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24) To you, what defines a good Senpai (higher graded person)? 

 

ANSWERS 2 OR 3: 

➢ Who can listen to Kohai 

➢ Broad-minded 

➢ The idea that a sempai learns from a kohai 

➢ Open, sharing, balanced 

➢ Patience (a lot of it), clear aim (like knowing why we do a certain exercise) 

and motivating 

➢ Helpful, likes to teach 

➢ Whom I can ask some questions easily 

➢ Listening 

➢ Skill and heart 

➢ Open, transparent, give help sometimes when they can but don‘t always try 

to correct and intervene 

➢ They are willing to share their knowledge and experience 

➢ Good practitioners and open to help and listen not only technique also 

humanity aspects 

➢ Person who can consider kohai‘s growth 

➢ Kind 

➢ Patience 

➢ Good positive communication, the Aiki way 

➢ Who always think with us 

➢ Polite and kindness 

➢ Sempai‘s responsibility is to watch out for Kohai as they grow 

➢ Someone who listens well and doesn‘t constantly argue with sensei 

➢ Willingness to continue to learn and help others learn 

➢ Friendliness, approachability, considerate 

➢ Being helpful, open, supportive, encouraging 

Figure 27: Answers to question 24 – part 2 of 3 
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24) To you, what defines a good Senpai (higher graded person)? 

 
ANSWERS – PART  3 OF 3: 

➢ Teaches traditional Aikido 

➢ Good teacher 

➢ Listening and Acting 

➢ A person who doesn‘t feel superiority by putting someone under control and 

listen to opinions of others 

➢ Considerate person 

➢ Who can understand others and loves what he/she is doing 

➢ Focused on the advancement of kohai, sets a model example for kohai 

➢ The senpai who has a thing I don‘t have 

➢ Understanding, maturity, no ego 

➢ The person who make kohai improve (in technique and mental) 

➢ Older higher graded student 

➢ A person who cares about safety for all members 

➢ Knowing their role and assisting kohai in a professional manner with 

sharpening techniques or preparing for kyu testing 

➢ Heart 

➢ A good senpai is someone who motivates rather than educates 

➢ Not high pressure 

➢ care about students safety 

➢ Caring younger members in physically and mentally 

➢ 1. Serious about Keiko, 2. Listen to thei kohais 

➢ Skilled, be ready to help, patient, open 

➢ Someone responsible that I am able to look up and that is there to teach me 

the ways 

➢ They don‘t make kohai do something he or she does not like to do 

➢ Someone who is committed to both learning and teaching, who is welcoming 

and helpful to new students, and who is willing to take the critiques 

necessary for growth in Aikido 

Figure 28: Answers to question 24 – part 3 of 3 
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25) To you, what defines a good Kohai (lower graded person)? 

ANSWERS – PART 1 OF 3: 

➢ Honest 

➢ Kohai helps sempai in return in gratitude for help 

➢ Person who can consider about aikido single-mindedly 

➢ Wants to learn 

➢ To be eager and sincere about practice 

➢ A good kohai is someone who keeps an open mind 

➢ Eager to learn 

➢ Open to learning 

➢ An open mind and willingness to learn and correct 

➢ Practice, don‘t do other things when we should practice 

➢ Open, ready to learn 

➢ Learns Aikido and shows respect 

➢ Trying one‘s best, without sparing energy and without sparing a smile 

➢ Great 

➢ Empty cup 

➢ Being curious about Aikido 

➢ Respect senpai 

➢ A good kohai should also be committed to learning and to teaching even 

newer kohai. He/she should be willing to take advice and instruction, and 

not try to „test“ his sempai by blocking his/her moves when it‘s not called 

forum the exercise. Both senpai and kohai should be committed to being 

part of the collective Dojo, and help with cleaning and help make a positive 

spirit in the Dojo overall. 

➢ New bees 

➢ Someone of a lower rank 

➢ Willingness to learn, lack of ego 

➢ Who listen advices well and improve themselves 

➢ Open 

Figure 29: Answers to question 25 – Part 1 of 3 
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25) To you, what defines a good Kohai (lower graded person)? 

 

ANSWERS – PART 2 OF 3: 

➢ Respect for Senpai 

➢ Same 

➢ Respect (showing up on time, being quiet while others talk etc. And 

enthusiasm 

➢ Courtesy, respect, and attention 

➢ I do I know 

➢ Someone who is willing to put in effort 

➢ Listening 

➢ Respectful, open, enthusiastic 

➢ Willing to learn 

➢ Keep trying to improve 

➢ It means listen better 

➢ Who tell me themselves idea 

➢ That respect others and especially the teacher. Also he/she should know 

their place (trying to be the teacher to others and they are not) 

➢ Open, following, curious 

➢ Enthusiasm 

➢ A person who listens to the instructions of good seniors and proposes 

objective opinions from his position 

➢ Patience, willingness to learn, open to new ideas 

➢ See above 

➢ Who can tell thanks 

➢ Respect and want to learn 

➢ Think seriously about Keiko 

➢ One with questions pretty much about everything happening in the dojo 

➢ Listening and copying 

➢ A willingness to listen and learn 

Figure 30: Answers to question 25 – Part 2 of 3 
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25) To you, what defines a good Kohai (lower graded person)? 

 
➢ ANSWERS – PART 3 OF 3: 

➢ Considerate person 

➢ Listening to people carefully 

➢ Open to learning, clear about their aims and what progress they want to 

make 

➢ Someone that listens to what the senpai says but still has the courage to make 

their own decisions about what to do, but asks for help when they need it 

➢ Attention and observing what senpai does 

➢ Willing to try, perseverance, respectfulness 

➢ Patience, respect, enthusiasm, hard work 

➢ Honest to senpai, have respect for senpai 

➢ Willingness to participate in training. To try the way sensei is teaching 

Aikido, respect towards all in the dojo 

➢ Willing to learn and trying hard 

➢ Who can say things to sempai 

➢ Heart 

➢ Amenability 

Figure 31: Answers to question 25 – Part 3 of 3 
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26) Are there any type of people you do NOT like practicing with? 

ANSWERS – PART 1 OF 2: 

- No x 9 

- Yes x2 

- People who are only interested in physical practice 

- Arrogant and ignorant 

- Forceful, aggressive 

- Bossy 

- Arrogant 

- If there are unclean, too smelly – old gi.... those who do not listen on there 

uke, just doing Aikido for themselves together with partner even though 

they are training with a partner 

- A few people who are clearly trying to physically hurt me 

- Once in a while there would be a man who was more aggressive on the 

mat than was needed 

- I don‘t like training with people who like to be competitive on the mat 

- I don‘t like practice with unrespectful people 

- Bad attitude 

- Everyone has something to teach you no matter how high ranked you are, 

if that is the case I am not centered 

- People who are „limp“ and don‘t take practice seriously 

- Mean people and republicans 

- 1. Who don‘t try to imitate what Shihan does (especially in joint keiko) 

- Disrespectful in word and action, those who already „know“ 

- Who never take care of the safety around 

- While I believe everyone has a spirit can be refined, I really have a short 

fuse for abusive people 

- Complainers, make a favourite groups 

Figure 32: Answers to question 26 – Part 1 of 2 
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26) Are there any type of people you do NOT like practicing with? 

 
ANSWERS – PART 2 OF 2: 

- Insincere people who disrupt my practice or progress under the pretense of 

helping or because they don‘t know what to do or think their main job is 

to teach 

- Conflict aggressive people 

- Egoistic person 

- No, every kind of person is a way to challenge one‘s limits. But I find it 

difficult to practice with people who are not willing to committ themselves, 

or not open to novelties or difference 

- Stiff people 

- Arrogant, know it alls, rude 

- Antagonistic, cynical, sexist 

- Who doesn‘t have enthusiasm 

- Unhygienic/smelly ones, large men who use too much muscle 

- Stubborn wiseacres 

- People who are inconsiderate towards training partners 

- Those who do not care about safety 

- Yes, arrogant or mean people 

- Selfish 

- Who don‘t want to improve 

- People that constantly whine about not getting something and it doesn‘t 

make sense and people that are too harsh all the time when practising locks 

- People who are aggressive in the practice 

- People with no experience try to tell me what to do because they see me as 

a young weak girl not someone who has more experience 

- People who do not take Aikido practice serious 

- People who think they have all the answers. A little bit of advice is always 

good, but not always 

- Yes, egomaniacs 

 

Figure 33: Answers to question 26 – Part 2 of 2 
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Figure 34: Answers to question 27 

Figure 35: Answers to question 28 

Figure 36: Answers to question 29 
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Figure 37: Answers to question 30 

Figure 38: Answers to question 31 

Figure 39: Answers to question 32 
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Figure 40: Answers to question 33 

Figure 41: Answers to question 34 

Figure 42: Answers to question 35 
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Figure 43: Answers to question 36 

Figure 44: Answers to question 37 

Figure 45: Answers to question 38 
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Figure 47: Answers to question 39 

Figure 46: Answers to question 40 

Figure 48: Answers to question 41 
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Figure 50: Answers to question 42 

Figure 49: Answers to question 43 
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44 )  Do you feel that there is any reason why someone should NOT be allowed 

to practice Aikido? (homosexuals, Neo-Nazis, transsexuals, white supremacists, 

Christians, Muslims, the colour of their skin, etc.  

ANSWERS – PART 1 OF 3: 

➢ No: x 20 

➢ To the contrary I believe the uke nage relationship is highly beneficial 

to help one see & shift perspectives of both sides of whatever position 

one may hold, tai no henko for example, shift 180 to see attackers 

perspective, all philosophy in the art also paired with physical 

movements, all of the movements have integrity & meaning 

➢ Anyone should be allowed to practice Aikido but they should not try to 

recruit people for their “cause“ whatever that may be (religious, non 

religious doesn‘t matter). People that practice Aikido do it for different 

reasons and you never know what someone may be going through or for 

what reason they started 

➢ I don‘t think I could ever say x people are not allowed but I would feel 

very uncomfortable if I knew a person had sexually assulted or raped 

someone or was a pedofile. I would also feel uncomfortable if a person 

had prejudice against certain people at practice and showed it in one way 

or another. 

➢ Not so much practice Aikido but there might be some people a dojo is 

not set up to safely have practice: people with ongoing violent 

tendencies, ongoing and severe mental health issues, people who have 

very poor physical health for example 

➢ Anyone can practice Aikido, any political, facist or religous views must 

be left at the door, Aikido is Aikido, I don‘t care about anything else 

when on the mats 

Figure 51: Answers to question 44 – Part 1 of 3 
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44 )  Do you feel that there is any reason why someone should NOT be allowed to 

practice Aikido? (homosexuals, Neo-Nazis, transsexuals, white supremacists, 

Christians, Muslims, the colour of their skin, etc.  

 
ANSWERS – PART 2 OF 3: 

➢ No. But I would not allow to practice a person who, with his/her acts or 

words, puts the well being of other practitioners in danger 

➢ Everyone should be allowed to practice as long as they do so without hurting 

others or creating conflict and division in the dojo 

➢ I‘m not sure, but I don‘t think children too young should practice Aikido. 

Because there is a high possibility of injury 

➢ I suppose that everyone has the right to practice Aikido if wants, without 

regard to race, religion, or nationality. 

➢ I think anyone should be allowed to practice who is able to treat everyone on 

the mat with courtesy and respect. 

➢ Inapropriate behaviour, if someone intends to or has used it to attack others 

and not to defend themselves, etc. 

➢ The only people that shouldn‘t be allowed to train are those that hurt or injure 

others in the dojo 

➢ People who are dangerous for others. And that type of person you can find 

in all above 

➢ Aikido is for everyone but I consider each individual if I thought they were 

aggressive 

➢ No, if they were belligerent and antagonistic it would still be a way they 

could learn 

➢ No. Not at all. I practice people all over the world if I have plenty of time 

➢ No. People who don‘t accept the Aikido Conception usually quit it 

themselves 

➢ People who are incapable of being safe to themselves or training partners 

Figure 52: Answers to question 44 - Part 2 of 3 
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44 )  Do you feel that there is any reason why someone should NOT be allowed to 

practice Aikido? (homosexuals, Neo-Nazis, transsexuals, white supremacists, 

Christians, Muslims, the colour of their skin, etc.  

 
ANSWERS – PART 3 OF 3: 

➢ Who have diseases transmitted from person to person when practice 

Aikido 

➢ Are you kidding? NO. Perhaps unsanitary people should be cautioned 

➢ Not, Aikido mat is place where everyone can meet and practice together 

➢ No it doesn‘t matter. We are all humans with heart and feelings 

➢ No... as long as he/she can keep his or her views off the mat 

➢ Basically No, but if anything, people who rejects SHINTO (神道) 

➢ I think anyone can play Aikido without their health problem 

➢ Unless the person is a creep I think all should be welcomed 

➢ Yes, but only if they hurt others. Not as a premise 

➢ Nothing can prevent people from practicing Aikido 

➢ No, everyone can practice Aikido if they want to 

➢ Overtly mean/cruel people should not practice 

➢ Yes, if someone does not accept other people 

➢ No. People from every country can practice 

➢ No anyone should practice to try it out 

➢ No, everyone finds something or leaves 

➢ Close minded – unwilling to listen 

➢ Those who injure their partners 

➢ Anyone should be allowed 

➢ To arm others 

➢ Racism 

➢ Rude 

Figure 53: Answers to question 44 - Part 3 of 3 
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45) Anything you would like to add? 

ANSWERS – PART 1 OF 2 

➢ Aikido has changed my life for the positive, I have come from a broken 

home, I am not so far college educated and have been through the 

ringer and shut down after many emotional setbacks in life, I had given 

up on people in personal/family relationships. This may sound extreme 

but Aikido came to me right when I needed it & also I always thought 

I had problem with authority but I figured out that I didn‘t because 

Sensei would always put things into perspective & is always so humble 

often saying. „I struggle with this too“ and „I‘m still working on this“ 

I have found this astounding as I‘ve always thought about how well 

spoken & how accomplished Sensei is & how much he does for the 

community, monthly conflict resolution classes free to the public, free 

monthly self defence classes, truly I am part of something special. 

➢  I‘ve seen many people become much more self confident after 

studying Aikido, and that‘s a pleasure to watch and participate in. I‘m 

a female surgeon, and self confidence has NOT been a problem for 

me!!! 

➢ Some of my answers may be a little misleading because I am the senior 

instructor at my dojo, and my practice has become significantly 

restricted in recent years due to physical limitations 

➢ This survey should have asked size of the dojo (which I think is a huge 

factor in attitudes) and what role the person is in the dojo. Sensei will 

answer different than new students 

➢ Aikido is a martial art that helps you co-exist with other cause you need 

them to improve yourself and in the process they improve too. So it is 

a win win situation 

➢ The mat should be a “safe“ place for everyone 

Figure 54 : Answers to question 45 – Part 1 of 2 
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45) Anything you would like to add? 

 

ANSWERS – PART 2 OF 2 

➢ Aikido is a martial art and practice to yourself but it is sad to see some people 

is using as a fighting tool each other like sports. Aikido is not a sport. 

➢ Due to physical constraints and geography I do not practice anymore but I 

consider myself Aikidoka, always 

➢ Keep practicing no matter what time off you need. Use Aikido as a life long 

training 

➢ I think Aikido for the people of the world 

➢ A beautiful philosophy for love 

➢ My wife & I practice together 

➢ Aikido is for life!! 

Figure 55:- Answers to question 45 - Part 2 of 2 
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4 Discussion 

 

The aim of this study was to explore the origins of Aikido and its spiritual aspects. To see 

if the Founders ideal budo culture can be found within the Culture of Aikido, and whether 

the current practitioners can feel the mental and physical benefits that Aikido claims to 

have. This was done by exploring the history of Aikido and its Founder, the concept of 

ki-energy, as well as giving Aikidoka (Aikido practitioners) a questionnaire through the 

online medium google with questions regarding demographic, interest, and benefits.  

Unlike many martial arts, Aikido does not revolve around combat. Instead it is 

focused on peace. For example, the Founder experienced war first-hand and condemned 

the second world war. He was in disparity because of the difference between his ideal 

world of cooperation and the actual state of the world during that time. He disliked how 

reckless and indiscriminate the military was with their power. How they did not relieve 

suffering and help people instead. Instead described them as a bunch of narrow-minded 

fools that strut about displaying their violence and power. People that are only interested 

in playing with weapons. That think budo is a tool for power struggles, violence, and 

destruction, but in actuality true budo needs harmony, love, and courtesy (Saotome, 

2013). This is part of what makes Aikido a unique martial art and so looking into what 

got people interested in it is important. The questionnaire results revealed that many of 

the participants gained interest in Aikido because a friend or family member introduced 

it to them. Some even mentioned they started practicing for exercise reasons and interest 

in budo, while others did it because of their interest in Japanese culture or the philosophy 

behind Aikido. These results show that even if the philosophy of Aikido is important, it 

is mostly through familiar connections that people try it out at first. Only a few seemed 

to have been aware of the philosophy of Aikido before starting. 

Most of the respondent group is currently practicing Aikido, with 53.7% (n=36) of 

respondents currently practicing regularly in Aikido and 29.9% (n=20) are taking a short 

break. The likelihood that the short break is due to Covid-19, which shut down many 

sport clubs in 2020, is high as some of the respondents personally sent the author a private 

message stating so. Making it that only 16.4% (n=11) are former members. However, one 

of the former members wrote a comment “Due to physical constraints and geography I 

do not practice anymore but I consider myself aikidoka, always.” Suggesting that despite 
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not currently training due to various reasons, most if not all the respondents can be 

considered an Aikidoka.  

The respondents were from 12 different countries, and 15 different clubs. Most 

answers coming from Kyoto University Aikido club (n=17), Reno Aikido (n=15), and 

Aikikai Reykjavík (n=9). Of those people, 10.4% (n=7) are not originally from that 

country, and 7.5% (n=5) said they grew up in the country they practice Aikido in. 

Indicating that there is either a 10.4% to 17.9% inclusion of foreigners in the clubs.   

The range of Aikido experience within the respondents is wide, with some practicing 

up to 50 years and holding a 7th Dan, while others have practiced for a year and hold 7th 

Kyu (the lowest grade). The wide range of Aikido experience can be considered a positive 

aspect. Most of the participants having a 1st Dan (n=20), which can be explained because 

of the demographic reached, as most of the respondents were University level Aikidoka, 

where most of the 3rd years hold a 1st Dan. Years practiced, grading held, and amount of 

participants indicates that the results received can be viewed as valid, even if a larger 

demographic would be preferable.  

 

4.1 The Culture of Aikido  

 

To understand where the gentle nature of Aikido comes from, understanding the history 

of Aikido is important. During the Founders early life he did a lot of social services for 

the public good and had a reputation for being honest. Material wealth did not seem to be 

high on the Founders mind as he once left his entire holding to Master Takeda, and later 

lived dirt poor while in Iwama. He seemed to hate watching others suffer, which can be 

seen how he spent long hours praying because of his sorrow for the suffering and 

destruction caused by the conflict of the second world war (Saotome, 2013). The Founder 

believed that Aikido is supposed to be the love and protection for all things. However, 

the current Dōshu, Moriteru does not believe that Aikido or Aikikai as a whole should 

directly contribute to society. Rather that each Aikido devotee should consider how their 

power and knowledge, which is cultivated by Aikido practice, can be used for the 

betterment of society (Gold, October 2019). Putting emphasis on individual motivation 

to help, rather than making it a requirement.  
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 The demographic of Aikidoka (Aikido practitioners) 

 

The belief that anyone can practice Aikido seems to be strong within the Aikido 

community. They emphasise that all skill levels can train together. That it is a place where 

people can meet regardless of age, sex, and occupation (International Aikikai Foundation, 

n.d.). For instance, the Founder sought out world cooperative of people of five races and 

colours when he went to Manchuria (Saotome, 2013). When looking at the demographic 

of Aikido, the questionnaire results revealed that the demographic of Aikidoka showed a 

wide range of people with very few patterns. There was a wide age range, with 

respondents ranging from 19 to 76 years old. However, 17 respondents were from Kyoto 

University Aikido club and are around 20 years old, which skewed the age group results. 

Out of the respondents, 61.2% (n=41) are male, and 38.8% (n=26) are Female. Showing 

that around 10% more males practice Aikido than females in this context. Majority of the 

Aikidoka, 87.5% (n=56), are heterosexual, with the rest seeming to belong to a minority 

group. Nevertheless, one respondent answered that they are “normal”, which can mean 

more than one thing. It can indicate slight homophobia, in defence about belonging to the 

LGBT+ community, or simply that they consider heterosexuality “normal” since it is the 

most common sexuality. It is not known which one it is in this case. Nevertheless, most 

of the respondents, or 78.2% (n=50) feel comfortable or would feel comfortable being 

open about their sexuality within their Dojo. This is further iterated in other answers 

where the respondents emphasised that anyone is welcome to practice Aikido. However, 

20.3% (n=13) are not open about their sexuality within their dojo and 1.6% (n=1) said 

they are open about it to a selected group. The relationship status showed that 43.9% 

(n=29) of participants are single, 36.5% (n=24) are married, 10.6% (n=7) are dating, 6.1% 

(n=4) are divorced, and 3% (n=2) are cohabiting. Of these participants, 67.2% (n=45) do 

not have kids, while 32.8% (n=22) do have kids. When it came to religion, only 13.4% 

(n=9) of respondents consider themselves to be religious. However, the 11 religions 

mentioned were of various origins. Highest level of education varied between the 

participants. When it came to highest level of education, 27.7% (n=18) or participants 

had an undergraduate degree and 23% (n=15) of participants had a graduate degree. 

Showing that around 50% of participants had a university degree while the others did not.  

This indicates that there is no obvious pattern regarding age, religion, relationship 

status, and level of education like the Founder seemed to have wanted. Indicating that the 
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demographic of Aikido seems to not be exclusive and is instead inclusive of different 

types of people. Nevertheless, there seem to be around 10% more males that practice 

Aikido compared to female’s and most seem to be heterosexuals in the context of this 

study. Most do not have kids but considering the amount of University students that 

answered this questionnaire, this is not surprising and is therefore not indicative of a 

bigger pattern.  

 

 Peaceful and Friendly Training Atmosphere  

 

According to the Founder the dojo should be a peaceful and friendly community (Gold, 

October 2019). Which was reflected in the questionnaire results as the Aikidoka seem to 

think their dojo to be both a comfortable and safe space. Rating an average 8.8 out of 10 

regarding comfort level and 9.2 out of 10 regarding safety. Nevertheless, 18.2% (n=12) 

of respondents say that there is a conflict within the dojo. However, the author got private 

messages from some of the respondents which read that even if conflict occurs within the 

dojo, that there is no conflict within the Aikido club itself. Instead there is a conflict with 

another budo group within the same house. Which might account for most of the answers, 

indicating that most dojo’s do in fact not have any conflict between Aikidokas 

themselves.  

Being generous, helpful, and ready to help is part of Aikido philosophy even if it is 

not reinforced (Saotome, 2013). Which is why it was unsurprising to see that the results 

revealed that most of the participants answered that they would help out in the dojo if 

asked. Only 3% (n=2) answered that they find it very unlikely that they would help out 

in the dojo if asked. Which incidentally correspond with the 3% (n=2) that do not have 

the habit of cleaning the dojo. However, it is unknown whether it is the correlation or 

causation. Nevertheless, 75.8% (n=50) clean their dojo and while 21.2% (n=14) partially 

clean the dojo, showing that the Aikido culture seems to expect that its practitioners takes 

care of the dojo. 

There seems to be a good level of compassion and patience within the Aikido 

community as almost all respondents felt that their clubs Senpai listen to the concerns of 

their Kohai, with only 1.5% (n=1) disagreeing. Furthermore, when asked about how a 

Senpai and Kohai should be, as a summary people wanted a Senpai that listens and cares 
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about their Kohai. Someone that sets an example and is helpful. However, a Kohai should 

be respectful and eager to learn.  

As stated before, anyone can practice Aikido regardless of age, race, and sex 

(Saotome, 2013). When asked if there are any type of people they do not like practicing 

with, most respondents answered that there is not. However, some mentioned 

antagonistic, abusive, and arrogant people, while some mentioned smelly people. One 

respondent wrote “Everyone has something to teach you no matter how high ranked you 

are, if that is the case I am not centred”. This was further emphasised when most of the 

respondents answered that everyone could practice Aikido. Only a few mentioned people 

that hurt others or are cruel to other people. However, there were a few that mentioned 

that injured people or children should maybe not practice for their own safety. One added 

“Aikido is a martial art that helps you co-exist with others cause you need them to 

improve yourself and in the process they improve too. So it is a win win situation.” Others 

talked about Aikido being a lifelong practice for everyone. Showing that the Aikido 

culture seems to expect everyone to be able to practice together as no one mentioned age, 

sex, sexuality, skin colour, belt grade, etc. 

This can be further seen in the Founders teachings. In 1963, Kisshomaru Ueshiba 

published a book, which contained a short section titled “Memoir of the Master”. This 

section is a collection of thoughts and things the Founder had said. It is believed to 

encapsulate the essence and principles of Aikido (Gold, December 2014). The founder 

said that “Aiki is not a technique to fight with or defeat the enemy. It is the way to 

reconcile the world and make human beings one family.” (Gold, December 2014). The 

Founder put a lot of emphasis on how defeating the discord within your own mind is the 

true mission. That those that have the mind to serve for the peace of all human beings in 

the world are needed in Aikido. That your goal should not be to strong and practice only 

to fell an opponent (Gold, December 2014). The Founder believed that: “True budo is a 

work of love. It is a work of giving life to all beings, and not killing or struggling with 

each other. Love is the guardian deity of everything. Nothing can exist without it. Aikido 

is the realization of love.” (Josh Gold. December 2014). 

Even if the questionnaire did not entail questions aimed towards that, there was a 

hint of that type of mentality within answers to other questions like safety and comfort in 

the dojo, behaviour of the club’s Senpai, and when asked about if there are people that 

should not practice Aikido.  
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4.2 The mental and physical benefits of Aikido 

 

Often people have the misconception that one needs to be athletically fit to practice 

Aikido. That is not the case as even the founder was described as a delicate and sensitive 

child that was often ill (Saotome, 2013). The fitness capability of the respondents was not 

investigated in the questionnaire. However, it indicated that 68.7% (n=46) of respondents 

do not practice another sport besides Aikido, but 65.7% (n=44) train outside of normal 

practice hours. It is unknown what type of training they do outside of practice hours. 

Whether it is some form of Aikido or something else. It is also unknown what kind of 

sports those that do practice another sport train. However, the result of these answers 

indicate that the perceived mental and physical benefits can at least mostly be dedicated 

to Aikido.  

The views towards Aikido practice seems to be positive as the results indicated that 

most do not feel the need to award themselves for going to practice, rather they consider 

going to Aikido practice as the reward itself. Nevertheless, 7.7% (n=5) said they indulge 

themselves for going to practice, and 22.7% (n=15) disagree with Aikido practice being 

a reward. This shows that overall, the mentality is that they enjoy practice and do not 

think of it as a chore. However, the full extent of this was not found within this 

questionnaire.  

There are a lot of theories regarding behaviour, mind, and ki-energy in Aikido 

(Saotome, 2013), making it a mentally challenging sport on top of being a physical 

exercise. From the respondents 74.6% (n=50) considered it to be a mentally challenging 

sport, with 10.5% (n=7) disagreeing. However, it is not known whether those that 

disagree are beginners and have not been properly introduced to the mental part of Aikido.  

The International Aikido Federation claims that Aikido is good for both mental and 

physical help, and that it helps with confidence. (International Aikikai Foundation, n.d.). 

This was also emphasised by the Founder who perceived it as a “wonderful physical and 

mental activity”. That it develops both one’s physical and mental side (Gold, October 

2019). There is no competition within Aikido and that one should rather improve one’s 

own character. (International Aikikai Foundation, n.d.). These benefits were reflected 

within the respondent’s answers. Out of the respondents, 30.3% (n=20) consider 

themselves to have a temper but a total of 50.7% (n=34) believed Aikido helped them 

control their temper. 74.7% (n=50) felt more energetic, 71.6% (n=48) felt less stressed, 
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71.7% (n=48) felt calmer, 62.1% (n=41) said their focus improved, and 79.1% (n=53) felt 

happier after starting Aikido. Furthermore, 74.2% (n= 49) said Aikido helped them gain 

confidence, and 70.2% (n=47) felt it helped them deal with conflict. The sleep patterns 

improved for 29.9% (n=20) of participants, while the posture improved for 62.7% (n=42) 

the flexibility of 67.2% (n=45) of the respondents.  

This indicates that the physical and mental benefits of Aikido are various and could 

the full scope of it not be perceived with this study. Nevertheless, it showed very positive 

results and should be further studied.  
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5 Conclusion 

 

The culture of Aikido seems to have a similar mentality as the Founder. The respondents 

were from all ages, religions, and education practice Aikido. Giving indications for a very 

safe, comfortable, and inclusive dojo environment. Which was also reflected in foreigner 

participation with 10.4% to 17.9% of respondents being of foreign origins in their dojo. 

They also seemed to be giving as most respondents said they would help out in the dojo 

if asked. Furthermore, most answers indicated that the cultural view of Aikido is that it 

expects everyone to be able to practice together. Which goes together with the Founders 

views.  

There seem to be many benefits as over 70% of participants said they felt happier, 

calmer, less stress, more energetic, more confident, and that it helped them deal with 

conflict. More than 60% of the participants said their focus, posture and flexibility 

improved after starting Aikido. There were also signs of it helping with temper 

management as 50.7% said it helped them. Furthermore, it improved the sleep patterns of 

29.9% of participants.  
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Appendix A – Making a questionnaire 

 

Questionnaire set up, phrasing, and question threat: 

 

Data quality is heavily influenced by questionnaire format and so the setup of the 

questionnaire is an important part of the process. Questionnaires should appear easy and 

professionally designed with 12-point type font being the recommended standard. The 

layout should have individual question is in a single column reading down as it makes it 

easier for the respondents. If answers are given horizontally then it might cause confusion 

as to where to record the answer. Question and all answer options should be on the same 

page, as splitting them up might cause respondents to not read all answer options.  

Questions should be numbered, both to indicate how much is left of the questionnaire, 

and so that respondents are more likely to realize if they accidentally skipped a question. 

If the total number of questions is double digits then the first nine questions should be 

numbered with a zero at the front to keep the double-digit format. Question subparts 

should be identified with A, B, C (or a, b, c) to avoid confusion. In order to receive honest 

response, optimal anonymity is important, and so the questionnaire should contain no 

identifying information. To avoid confusion, questions should only ask for one answer 

on only one dimension, with mutually exclusive options. Furthermore, it is best to end 

questionnaires with a Thank you note at the end (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

Question set-up is another important aspect. Respondents should be motivated to 

complete the questionnaire and so beginning with interesting and non-threatening 

questions, which are easier to answer, is recommended. If there are questions of differing 

degree of popularity it is recommended to ask about the least popular items last. When 

deciding on question order it is good to start with fact-based questions and move on to 

opinion-based question. General or demographic are generally at the end of the 

questionnaire with the more substantive questions first. This is both in case respondents 

only answer part of the questionnaire, they at least answer the most important ones first. 

Questions pertaining to similar topic should be grouped together for a smooth transition 

between questions as otherwise the questionnaire might feel disjointed and require too 

much of an effort, possibly resulting in unreliable responses and low response rates. 

Demographic questions can be asked in any order but should be grouped together. 

However, if demographic questions are used to screen-for example they should be asked 
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at the front. When it comes to a person’s religious belief it is important to ask more than 

one question as many different religions and subgroups exist (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

When forming questions, it is important to know exactly what one is aiming towards 

gathering. The questions need to be as specific as possible. It is important to use phrasing 

and words that the sample understands. The wording should only contain the meaning 

one intends so that the sample perceives the same meaning. Special terms and phrasing 

should be avoided unless it is expected that all respondents understand it, or the term is 

explained. Slang should also only be used if the sample is homogenous and most 

respondents should know the term. During such instances, the usage of slang might be 

helpful. If one wants information regarding the respondent, it is suggested to use the 

phrasing you or yourself. However, words with double meaning: any, anybody, anyone, 

anything, fair, just, most, saw, see, and seen should be avoid as they might cause 

confusions. Furthermore, the wording If, and, or, not should never be used in question 

phrasing as they most often make questions have double meaning and confuse the 

respondents. Lastly, many words have many meanings, depending on context and so are 

misleading and unclear and should therefore be avoided. These words are: Usually, often, 

sometimes, occasionally, seldom, rarely, many, numerous, a minority of, a substantial 

majority, a considerable number of, a large proportion of, a significant number of, 

several. A small number of, not very many of, almost none, hardly any, a couple, a few, 

almost all, virtually all, nearly all, a majority of, a consensus of, lots (Bradburn et al., 

2004). 

Questions are usually kept as short as possible. However, long questions are 

considered better when one wants information on frequencies of socially undesirable 

behaviour. In such an instance it is important to phrase it in a way that asks whether they 

have engaged in the behaviour before enquiring further. With it being the opposite for 

socially desirable behaviour, in which case one should ask about current behaviour before 

asking about their usual or typical behaviour. Longer questions might result in longer 

answers as it gives the respondents longer time to think over their answer. However, it 

can also result in telescoping, with longer responses not always yielding higher quality 

answers (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

Question threat is something that surveyors need to be aware of as questions can 

often seem threatening to respondents. This results in special attention being needed 

towards phrasing to reduce it. Question threat might happen if the respondents will feel 

that there is a right or wrong answer. The question threat can be reduced and response 
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rate improved on both socially desirable and un-desirable behaviours if the questionnaire 

is: self-administered; computer-assisted; is in a list of similarly threatening topics; and if 

there are other alternative answers available to standardize the question. Even if the 

questionnaire is anonymous, the more threatening the question, the less effect the 

anonymity will have. Response bias can be expected, regardless of survey techniques or 

question wording that was used, making it very difficult to ask about behaviour questions 

which can be perceived as threatening. However, it is possible to reduce this risk by 

carefully formatting the questions and wording. Furthermore, it is important to not use 

wording such as did you happen to as they increase rather than decrease the question 

threat. Open-ended questions are generally considered better when one is looking for the 

frequency of socially undesirable behaviour. However, closed-ended questions reduce the 

threat of reporting if someone has ever engaged in a socially undesirable behaviour 

(Bradburn et al., 2004). 

 

Open-ended and closed-ended questions: 

 

There exist a few types of question types which can roughly be separated into open-

ended and closed-ended questions. Open-ended questions leave a blank space for 

respondents to write into, while closed-ended questions have predetermined answer 

options. Open-ended questions should be used sparingly as they are most suited for 

development work, in depth research, and to obtain quotable material. However, they also 

point out what people find most important. The open-ended format has many advantages 

and disadvantages. In a self-administered questionnaire it allows the respondent to give 

their full opinion with as much nuance as they are capable of. Allowing the respondent to 

make distinction which is not possible with closed-ended formats. Giving them a chance 

to express themselves in a way they find comfortable and congenial to their views. Often 

giving more in-depth explanation and quotable material that can be used to enliven 

research reports. Making it an essential tool when it comes to research in a new area that 

needs to be properly explored. However, the positioning of open-ended questions is also 

important. They take time to answer and if the question comes out of the blue the 

respondent’s thoughts will be disorganized and they might answer in a haphazardly and 

confused fashion. It is important to be aware that open-ended questions take more time, 

concentration, patients, and thought than closed-ended questions. However, they are a 
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great tool for uncovering uncommon but intelligent opinions that the surveyor might not 

have thought of. Since, only focusing on frequent responses will continue to elude them 

from these opinions and options (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

Compared to open-ended questions it is more difficult to construct closed-ended 

questions. However, they are easier to analyse as they remove unwanted interviewed and 

coder variance. When forming closed-ended options it is important to be aware that with 

Yes-No questions, the respondents are forced to choose and so having a third neutral 

answer option is important so that the data does not become noisy and inaccurate. 

However, such problems can often be avoided by using likelihood or intensity scale 

questions. Closed-ended behaviour questions need to include all reasonable alternative 

answers as anything grouped into the category Other will be underreported. When asking 

respondents to “check as many as apply” the information will be more concrete and 

reliable if they are asked to respond to each one with: yes or no, applies or does not apply, 

true for me or not true for me, etc. (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

 

 

Intensity scales and numbered scaled: 

 

Intensity scale is a frequently used method for assessing attitudes. Response categories 

should be no more than necessary and if the answer option exceed four or five points it is 

recommended to use numerical scales instead. However, removing the middle neutral 

category will force respondents to lean towards an answer they do not truly agree with, 

which is why it is recommended to use a middle category unless there is a persuasive 

reason not to. Wording that is recommended to use is the neutral option in the middle, as 

well as the phrasing mostly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, and mostly 

agree. Furthermore, using very, somewhat, and a little. It is recommended to start the 

scale on the least socially desirable and working towards the more socially desirable 

option. Otherwise, it is possible that respondents do not read all answer options as they 

will automatically choose the more desirable options (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

There is nothing that says whether intensity scales or numbered scaled are 

universally better. However, if number scales are used it is recommended to have them 

increase from left to right (or top to bottom) and have the lowest number represent the 

lowest or least desirable category. Nevertheless, in certain instances the opposite is 
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naturally better. The general rule is to begin with the end that is least desirable as 

mentioned above. The scale should start with either a 0 or 1 and provide an odd number 

of categories to reserve the middle point for indifferent or undecided opinions. Then 

anchoring both ends of the scale with an English value equivalent is good practice. For 

instance, in a 9-point scale have 1 represent strongly disagree and 9 represent strongly 

agree, while everything between is left up to the interpretation of the respondents 

(Bradburn et al., 2004). 

 

Online questionnaires: 

 

Nowadays, many people use online surveys as they have shown a few positives. The 

online format allows respondents to answer when they have time, and even complete it 

in multiple session, giving themselves a lot of time to answer each question. Furthermore, 

online surveys allow the same question types and skip functions as paper-based 

questionnaires. However, they can also be made so that skipping is not an option, which 

might minimize participation of respondents who do not wish to answer all questions. 

Many internet sites dedicated towards making and analysing the questions answers. 

However, the layout and possibilities are different between each site and so researching 

the potentials beforehand is important. The online based questionnaire causes concern 

regarding informed consent, privacy and confidentiality, and the right to withdraw or omit 

items of the study. However, some questionnaire sites do give options which minimize 

these things. To minimize most problems, a pilot respondent should go through the 

questionnaire before it is open to the normal respondents (Regmi, P. R., et. Al, 2016). 

 

 

Questionnaire – first portion 

 

The first portion contained five open-ended question aimed at discerning actual 

practitioners or Aikido. To distinguish current practitioners from former ones the 

dichotomous question:   

➢ Are you currently practicing regularly in Aikido?  
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was asked. The additional category: Taking a short break for further distinction was 

added as well. Questions regarding Aikido experience were then added with the open-

ended questions: 

➢ How long have you practiced Aikido?  

➢ How long did you practice Aikido?  

➢ What belt grade are you? (Kyu or Dan)  

The decision was taken to have these questions open-ended rather than with 

predetermined answers as too many answer options would otherwise be available 

(Bradburn et al., 2004). Furthermore, to gauge what caught their interest with Aikido, the 

question: 

➢ What made you start Aikido? 

was asked in order to see if a mutual first interest could be found. Which was also kept 

open-ended in order to not exclude any possible answer options, as everyone‘s experience 

and thinking is different (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

 

Questionnaire – second portion 

 

The second portion of the questionnaire asked questions regarding origin to 

determine how many countries and clubs the questionnaire reached. Two open-ended 

questions were asked to figure out what country participants were from and the name of 

the club or dojo they are from with the questions: 

➢ What country are you from? 

➢ What is the name of your club or dojo? 

The questions were kept open-ended in case countries and dojo’s that participated were 

more than the author anticipated from the beginning. Then the dichotomous question: 

➢ Are you native to the country you practice Aikido in? 

was asked to gather information on how many “foreigners” practiced in clubs. This was 

due to the Founder saying that where we come from does not matter, that anyone can 

practice Aikido (Saotome, 2013). This question was expected to yield more accurate 

answers as it held the multiple-choice answers: No, I grew up there, and Yes. Along with 

the fourth option: Do not want to answer (Bradburn et al., 2004). 
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Questionnaire – third portion 

 

The third portion consisted of basic questions regarding the participant. The 

questions were asked early on rather than at the end as it‘s often suggested as these 

questions were considered of more importance than later questions (Bradburn et al., 

2004), as well being important for data regarding the demographic of Aikido practitioners 

(Aikidoka). This was done with the open-ended question: 

➢ How old are you? 

As well as the half-closed question: 

➢ What is your gender? 

The answer options Male, Female, and Other were used in order to try to include 

everyone. However, even if only knowing if there were people who identified outside of 

the gender norm was neccassary, the Other option was kept open-ended. Furthermore 

participants were asked  about their sexuality and how open they were about it within 

their dojo with the closed-ended questions: 

➢ What is your sexuality? 

➢ Are you open about your sexuality within the club? 

The participant sexuality was inquired with the question And has four answer 

options: heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, and Other. The answer option Other was 

kept open-ended to see what kind of answers would emerge. However, the question 

regarding how open they are about it had four different answer options: No, To a selected 

group; Have not told them specifically, but would feel comfortable doing so; and Yes. 

These answer options were chosen to gauge how comfortable they would feel about 

sharing their sexuality (Bradburn et al., 2004).  

Aikido practicioners claim that Aikido is for everyone, regardless or religion. Which 

is why the author decided to check out how many different religions could be found within 

the practicioners (Saotome, 2013). First there was an intensity scale, starting from 

Strongly disagree until Strongly agree, with the question: 

➢ Do you consider yourself to be a religious person? 

This was done to gauge the intensity of their religion, while the name of their religion 

was asked in the open-ended question: 

➢ If you consider yourself to be a religious person, what is the name of your 

religion? 
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This question was kept open-ended so that no possible option would be excluded 

(Bradburn et al., 2004). 

In order to further receive knowledge about the demography, questions regarding 

marital status and children were asked. It was decided to keep the first question multiple-

choice, with the answer option Other open-ended in case something was omitted 

(Bradburn et al., 2004). This was achieved with the question: 

➢ What is your marital status?  

The answer options given were: Single, Dating, Cohabiting, Engaged, Married, 

Divorced, Widowed and Other. To figure out if the participants had children, w 

dichtonomous question was asked: 

➢ Do you have any kids? 

The answer options were only: No; Yes; along with the option Do not wish to answer 

(Bradburn et al., 2004). However, the number of kids was not asked as only whether they 

had a kid was important to the study. The respondents level of education was included in 

the study as seeing if there was a pattern for education within the Aikido practicioners. 

This was done with the question: 

➢ What is your highest level of education?  

The question had multiple predetermined answers, starting from the lowest: No diploma, 

high school diploma, College diploma, BA/BS degree, Master degree, Phd. degree, 

Trade school diploma and the open-ended option Other was also included in case the 

author missed something (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

 

Questionnaire – fourth portion 

 

The fourth portion were questions regarding Dojo atmosphere. Two, 9-point scale 

questions were asked, in order to gauge how comfortable and safe participants felt in their 

dojo: 

➢ On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being Very uncomfortable, and 10 being very 

comfortable), how comfortable do you feel in your dojo? 

➢ On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being very unsafe, and 10 being very safe), how safe 

to you feel in your dojo? 

The questions were asked since Aikidoka claim that the dojo is a safe place (Saotome, 

2013). The 9-point scale was picked in order to keep a neutral middle category (Bradburn 
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et al., 2004). To further look into safety in the dojo, a question regarding possible conflict 

within the dojo was asked in the intensity scale question:  

➢ In your opinion, does conflict occur within your dojo? 

The list started with the least desirable option Strongly agree until Strongly disagree 

(Bradburn et al., 2004). 

Part of Aikido practice is to respect the dojo, which includes cleaning up the tatami 

and dojo. To see if all clubs followed this behaviour a closed-ended question with 

predetermined answers was asked: 

➢ Do students clean the dojo?  

The predetermined answers were: No; we pay someone to do it; Yes; and We partially 

clean, and someone gets paid to do to the rest. The author believed this would cover all 

possible answers (Bradburn et al., 2004). Furthermore, Aikido teaches receiving, both in 

practice and in real life (Saotome, 2013). Many questions could be asked regarding such 

practices. However, the author decided to make it Dojo related with the question: 

➢ When asked to help with something regarding the club will you assist?  

With an five-point intensity scale starting from Very unlikely up until Very likely, with a 

middle neutral option (Bradburn et al., 2004). This was done in order to see how many 

have the mentality to be giving as is taught within Aikido. Especially when it comes to 

something regarding the dojo and practice itself.  

This portion further contained three questions regarding Senpai/Kohai relationships 

and attitudes. In Aikido, everyone practices together, which is why relationships between 

Senpai and Kohai need to be good. Many questions could be asked regarding the 

relationship. However, the author decided to only ask the question: 

➢ Do you feel like your club Senpai (higher graded person) listen to the 

concerns of their Kohai (lower graded person)? 

This question came with a five-point intensity scale starting from Strongly disagree until 

Strongly agree with one neutral category in the middle (Bradburn et al., 2004). The author 

then decided to look into what participants expected of their Senpai or Kohai with the two 

open-ended questions: 

➢ To you, what defines a good Senpai (higher graded person)? 

➢ To you, what defines a good Kohai (lower graded person)? 

This portion then ended with the open-ended question: 

➢ Are there any type of people you do NOT like practicing with? 
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This was done in order to see if respondents had any bias towards training partners, since 

Aikidoka are supposed to be open to training with everyone (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

 

Questionnaire – fifth portion 

 

The fifth portion had to do with perceived benefits or disadvantages of training 

Aikido, both physically and mentally. However, this portion started  by checking if 

respondents considered going to Aikido practice as the reward, or if they indulged 

themselves in a reward for going to practice with the two intensity scale questions:  

➢ Do you award yourself with treats or indulge yourself in other ways as a 

reward for going to Aikido practice? 

➢ Do you consider going to Aikido practice as a reward? 

The 5-point intensity scales started with Strongly disagree and moved until strongly agree 

with the neutral option in between (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

The next two questions were aimed at temper and temper control. The first one 

was to view their view of their own temper, with the intensity-scale questions: 

➢ Do you consider yourself to have a temper?  

➢ Did Aikido help you control your temper? 

The 5-point intensity scale starting from Strongly agree for the first one, as it is the less 

socially accepted option, all the way to Strongly agree, with the option neutral in the 

middle and unsure at the end. However, the next question Gave the same intensity scale 

in an opposite order (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

The next section incldued nine questions regarding possible side effects of Aikido. 

This was done to see if the claims from both the Founder and the Aikido federation about 

the benefits of Aikido could be perceived by its practitioners (Saotome, 2013; (heimild)). 

All these questions included a 5-point intensity scale, which started from Strongly 

disagree until strongly agree with the neutral category and unsure included (Bradburn et 

al., 2004). These questions were: 

➢ Did you feel more energetic after starting Aikido? 

➢ Did Aikido help you gain confidence? 

➢ Did Aikido help you deal with conflict? 

➢ Did Aikido make you less stressed? 

➢ Did Aikido help you focus better? 
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➢ Did Aikido make you feel calmer? 

➢ Did you feel happier after starting Aikido? 

➢ Have your sleep patterns improved after starting Aikido? 

➢ Has your posture improved after starting Aikido? 

➢ Has your flexibility improved after starting Aikido? 

The next two questions had to do with exercise outside of normal practice hours, both on 

their own as well as in other sports. These answers were dichotomous as only No and Yes 

answers are important to the study (Bradburn et al., 2004). The questions were: 

➢ Do you practice a sport besides Aikido? 

➢ Do you exercise outside normal practice hours? 

 

 

The founder and other Aikido have claimed Aikido to be a mentally challenging sport 

(Saotome, 2013) and so a five-point intensity scale question was asked: 

➢ Do you believe Aikido to be a mentally challenging sport?  

The intensity scale started from strongly disagree to strongly agree, with the middle 

neutral option available (Bradburn et al., 2004). 

The author also wanted to see if any bias could be found within the Aikido 

community. The author decided to ask an open-ended question with multiple examples 

in order to reduce question threat (Bradburn et al., 2004), through the question:  

➢ Do you feel like that there is any reason why someone should NOT be allowed to 

practice Aikido? (Homosexuals, Neo-Nazis, transsexuals, white supremacists, 

Christians, Muslims, the colour of their skin, etc.) 

 Finally, the questionnaire ended with the open-ended question: 

➢ Anything you would like to add?  

This was done in order to gather information that the respondent wanted to relay 

outside of the questions asked, or in case they wanted to further clarify anything 

(Bradburn et al., 2004).  
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Appendix B – The questionnaire 

 

The culture of aikido and its benefits 

 

Dear Participant,  

My name is Kristlaug Inga Sigurpálsdóttir and am studying Japanese Language and 

Culture at the University of Iceland. This questionnaire is aimed towards Aikidoka 

(people who practice, or have practice, Aikido) and contains 45 questions and will take 5 

to 10 minutes to complete. All questions are optional and it is not required to answer all 

of them to turn in the questionnaire. 

The results of this questionnaire will be utilized for my Bachelor thesis about the Culture 

and benefits of Aikido as perceived by its practitioners.  

 

x) I give permission to use my answers for this thesis 

 

Part 1: 

 

1) Are you currently practicing regularly in Aikido? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

c) Taking a short break 

 

2) How long have you practiced Aikido?  

 

_________ 

 

3) How long did you practice Aikido? 

_________ 

 

4) What belt grade are you? (Kyu or Dan) 

 

_________ 

 

 

 

5) What made you start Aikido? 

 

_________  
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Part 2 

 

6) What country are you from? 

 

_________ 

 

 

7) What is the name of your club or dojo? 

 

_________ 

 

8) Are you native to the country you practice Aikido in? 

a. No 

b. I grew up there 

c. Yes 

d. Do not want to answer 

 

 

Part 3 

 

 

9) How old are you? 

 

_________ 

 

10) What is your gender 

a. Male 

b. Female 

c. Other  

 

 

 

11) What is your sexuality 

a. Heterosexual 

b. Homosexual 

c. Bisexual 

d. Other  

 

 

12) Are you open about your sexuality within the club? 

a. No 

b. To a selected group 

c. Have not told them specifically, but would feel comfortable doing so 

d. Yes 
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13) Do you consider yourself to be a religious person? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. Neutral 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly agree 

 

14) If you consider yourself to be a religious person, what is the name of your religion? 

_________ 

 

15) What is your marital status? 

a. Single 

b. Dating 

c. Cohabiting  

d. Married 

e. Divorced 

f. Widowed  

g. Other (please specify) 

 

16) Do you have any kids? 

a. No 

b. Yes 

c. Do not wish to answer 

 

17) What is your highest level of education? 

a. No diploma 

b. High school diploma 

c. College diploma 

d. Undergraduate degree 

e. Graduate degree 

f. Trade school diploma 

g. Other 

 

 

Part 4 

 

18) On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being very uncomfortable and 10 being very comfortable), how 

comfortable do you feel in your dojo? 

 

19) On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being very unsafe and 10 being very safe), how safe do you feel 

in your dojo? 
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20) In your opinion, does conflict occurs within your dojo? 

a. Strongly Agree 

b. Agree  

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree 

 

21) Do students clean the dojo? 

a. No, we pay someone to do it  

b. Yes 

c. We partially clean, and someone gets paid to do the rest 

 

22) When asked to help with something regarding the club will you assist? 

a. Very Unlikely 

b. Unlikely 

c. Neutral 

d. Likely 

e. Very likely 

 

23) Do you feel like your clubs Senpai (higher graded person) listen to the concerns of their 

Kohai (lower graded person)? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree  

c. Neutral 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly agree 

 

 

24) To you, what defines a good Senpai (higher graded person)? 

 

_________ 

 

25) To you, what defines a good Kohai (lower graded person)? 

 

_________ 

 

 

26) Are there any type of people you do NOT like practicing with? 

 

_________ 
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Part 5 

 

27) Do you award yourself with treats or indulge yourself in other ways as a reward for 

going to Aikido practice? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree  

c. Neutral 

d. Agree  

e. Strongly agree 

 

28) Do you consider going to Aikido practice as a reward? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. Neutral 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly agree 

 

29) Do you consider yourself to have a temper? 

a. Strongly Agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly Disagree 

f. Unsure 

 

30) Did Aikido help you control your temper? 

a. Strongly Disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. I feel the same 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly Agree 

f. Unsure  

 

 

31) Did you feel more energetic after starting aikido? 

a. I feel a lot less energetic 

b. I feel less energetic 

c. I feel no difference 

d. I feel more energetic 

e. I feel a lot more energetic 
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32) Did Aikido help you gain confidence? 

a. Strongly Disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. I feel the same 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly agree 

f. Unsure  

 

 

33) Did Aikido help you deal with conflicts? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree  

c. I feel the same 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly agree 

f. Unsure  

 

 

34) Did Aikido make you less stressed?  

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree  

c. I feel the same 

d. Agree  

e. Strongly agree 

f. Unsure 

 

35) Did Aikido help you focus better? 

a. Strongly Disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. I feel the same  

d. Agree 

e. Strongly Agree 

f. Unsure 

 

 

36) Did you Aikido make you feel calmer?  

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. I feel the same 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly Agree 

f. Unsure 
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37) Did you feel happier after starting aikido? 

a. I feel a lot unhappier 

b. I feel slightly unhappier 

c. I feel the same 

d. I feel happier 

e. I feel a lot happier 

f. Unsure 

 

38) Have your sleep patterns improved after starting Aikido? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. They are the same 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly Agree 

f. Unsure 

 

39) Has your posture improved after starting aikido? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. It is the same 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly agree 

f. Unsure 

 

 

40) Has your flexibility improved after starting Aikido? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. It is the same 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly agree 

f. Unsure 

 

 

41) Do you practice a sport besides Aikido? 

a. No 

b. Yes 

 

42) Do you exercise outside normal practice hours? 

a. No 

b. Yes 
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43) Do you believe Aikido to be a mentally challenging sport? 

a. Strongly disagree 

b. Disagree 

c. Neutral 

d. Agree 

e. Strongly Agree  

 

44) Do you feel like that there is any reason why someone should NOT be allowed to 

practice Aikido? (Homosexuals, Neo-Nazis, transsexuals, white supremacists, 

Christians, Muslims, the colour of their skin, etc.) 

_________ 

 

45) Anything you would like to add? 

_________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for participating in this study.  

 

If you are interested in receiving a link to the thesis when it is complete, type your E-mail 

address below and the author will send it to you upon completion. 

E-mail:__________ 

 


